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Abstract
Let µ ∈ P2(Rd), where P2(Rd) denotes the space of square integrable probability measures,
and consider a Borel-measurable function Φ : P2(Rd) → R. In this paper we develop Antithetic
Monte Carlo estimator (A-MLMC) for Φ(µ), which achieves sharp error bound under mild regularity
assumptions. The estimator takes as input the empirical laws µN = 1
N
∑N
i=1
δXi , where a) (Xi)
N
i=1
is a sequence of i.i.d samples from µ or b) (Xi)
N
i=1
is a system of interacting particles (diffusions)
corresponding to a McKean-Vlasov stochastic differential equation (McKV-SDE). Each case requires
a separate analysis. For a mean-field particle system, we also consider the empirical law induced by
its Euler discretisation which gives a fully implementable algorithm. As by-products of our analysis,
we establish a dimension-independent rate of uniform strong propagation of chaos, as well as an L2
estimate of the antithetic difference for i.i.d. random variables corresponding to general functionals
defined on the space of probability measures.
1 Introduction
The convergence of the empirical law µN to its limit µ for linear functionals of measure (i.e. F (µ) =∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx) for some function f : Rd → R) is rather well understood in the literature. Indeed,
F (µN ) is an unbiased estimator of F (µ) and in the i.i.d. case, the classical central limit theorems
provides sharp error bounds. However, for general non-linear functionals of measure Φ : P2(Rd)→ R,
Φ(µN ) is, typically, a biased estimator of Φ(µ) and hence when seeking an optimal estimator, more
sophisticated techniques are needed. For example, in the context of nested Monte Carlo estimators,
with F (µ) = R(
∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx)), with R : R→ R being nonlinear, the multilevel Monte-Carlo (MLMC)
[30, 20] and antithetic multilevel Monte-Carlo (A-MLMC) [21] estimators are more efficient than
F (µN ). In this work, we study the general case of functionals of measure, which are sufficiently
smooth in an appropriate sense. Most importantly, we do not rely on specific structural assumptions
imposed on Φ(µ).
Our goal is to find an estimator A that approximates Φ(µ). We are interested in sharp (i.e matching
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i.i.d case and linear functions of measures) estimates of mean-square error1 E[(Φ(µ)−A)2]. As already
mentioned, multilevel Monte-Carlo approach provides a very efficient strategy when one aims to find
an implementable algorithm that achieves a sharp upper bound for the mean-square error for a given
computational cost (in the i.i.d case, cost can be defined as the number of random numbers needed to
be generated to compute A). Fix L ∈ N+ and sequences {Nℓ}Lℓ=0 and {Mℓ}Lℓ=0 of non-decreasing and
non-increasing natural numbers, respectively. The classical MLMC estimator is given by
AMLMC := 1
M0
M0∑
θ=1
Φ(µN0,(θ),(0)) +
L∑
ℓ=1
[
1
Mℓ
Mℓ∑
θ=1
[
Φ(µNℓ,(θ),(ℓ))− Φ(µNℓ−1,(θ),(ℓ))
]]
,
where µNℓ,(θ),(ℓ) is the empirical measure corresponding to each of the
∑L
ℓ=0Mℓ independent clouds of
particles indexed by ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , L} and θ ∈ {1, . . . ,Mℓ}. In essence, MLMC breaks down the simulation
of E[Φ(µNL)] into a sequence of approximations of E[Φ(µNℓ)], ℓ = 0, . . . , L, with increasing accuracy,
but also with increasing cost. If the variance between successive approximations converges to zero as
the level increases, then MLMC reduces the computational cost of simulation by carefully combining
many simulations on low levels with low accuracy (at a corresponding low cost); with relatively few
simulations on high levels with low accuracy (and at a high cost). The idea has been independently
developed by Giles and Heinrich [19, 25, 27] (see also 2-level Monte-Carlo of Kebaier [27]) in the
context of temporal approximation of SDEs and parametric integration.
The second estimator that we consider in this paper is A-MLMC 2
AA-MLMC := 1
M0
M0∑
θ=1
Φ(µN0,(θ),(0))
+
L∑
ℓ=1
[
1
Mℓ
Mℓ∑
θ=1
[
Φ(µNℓ,(θ),(ℓ))− 1
2
(
Φ(µNℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ)) + Φ(µNℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ))
)]]
,
where µNℓ,(θ),(ℓ) is defined as before, but we introduced an antithetic pair (µNℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ), µNℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ))
with the property that E[Φ(µNℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ))] = E[Φ(µNℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ))] = E[Φ(µNℓ−1,(θ),(ℓ))]. This property
ensures that E[AMLMC] = E[AA- MLMC], but as we demonstrate in this paper, AA- MLMC is more efficient
by an order of magnitude. To see why that might be the case, we consider the following simple
example.
Example 1.1. Consider Φ(µ) :=
∫
Rd
F (x)µ(dx), where F : Rd → R has linear growth. Let µN :=
N−1
∑N
i=1 δXi be the empirical law of N independent samples {Xi}Ni=1 from µ ∈ P2(Rd). We already
observed that E[AMLMC] = E[AA- MLMC]. The postulated independence conditions imply that
Var[AMLMC] = Var[Φ(µ
N0)]
M0
+
L∑
ℓ=1
Var[Φ(µNℓ)− Φ(µNℓ−1)]
Mℓ
.
1We look at the mean-square error for simplicity, but a similar computation could be done to verify the Lindeberg condi-
tion and produce CLT with an appropriate scaling.
2In subsequent sections, we denote AA- MLMC to be the A-MLMC estimator without time discretisation and AA- MLMC,t to be
the A-MLMC estimator with Euler time discretisation.
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On the other hand,
Var[AA-MLMC] = Var[Φ(µ
N0)]
M0
+
L∑
ℓ=1
Var
[
Φ(µNℓ)− 12
(
Φ(µNℓ,(1)) + Φ(µNℓ,(2))
)]
Mℓ
.
It is clear that the efficiency of this algorithm hinges on good coupling estimates that result in small
variances across levels ℓ. Set Nℓ := 2Nℓ−1. For AMLMC, we have
Var[Φ(µNℓ)− Φ(µNℓ−1)] = Var
[(
1
Nℓ
− 1
Nℓ−1
)Nℓ−1∑
i=1
F (Xi) +
1
Nℓ
Nℓ∑
i=Nℓ−1+1
F (Xi)
]
=
(
1
Nℓ
− 1
Nℓ−1
)2 Nℓ−1∑
i=1
Var[F (Xi)] +
(
1
Nℓ
)2 Nℓ∑
i=Nℓ−1+1
Var[F (Xi)] = O(
1
Nℓ
).
On the other hand, for A-MLMC, we take {Xi}Nℓ−1i=1 ∪ {Xi}Nℓi=Nℓ−1+1 = {Xi}
Nℓ
i=1 and construct corre-
sponding empirical measures
µNℓ := N−1ℓ
Nℓ∑
i=1
δXi , µ
Nℓ,(1) := N−1ℓ−1
Nℓ−1∑
i=1
δXi , µ
Nℓ,(2) := N−1ℓ−1
Nℓ∑
i=Nℓ−1+1
δXi .
Therefore, the variance of the antithetic difference is reduced to
Var
[
Φ(µNℓ)− 1
2
(
Φ(µNℓ,(1)) + Φ(µNℓ,(2))
)]
= 0 .
The above example is indeed a very special case. This work explores regularity conditions of func-
tionals Φ that lead to a reduction in variance of the antithetic difference for general functions of
measures. This result is formulated in terms of the class MLk of k times differentiable functions in
linear functional derivatives. (See Definition A.4 for its precise meaning. See also Definition A.3 for
the classMk of k times differentiable functions in L-derivatives that will be used in other theorems.)
Theorem 2.5 shows that if µ has finite eighth moment and Φ ∈ ML4 , then
Var
[
Φ(µNℓ)− 1
2
(
Φ(µNℓ,(1)) + Φ(µNℓ,(2))
)]
= O(
1
N2ℓ
). (1.1)
By Theorem 2.11 in [11], we also have
|E[Φ(µNℓ)]− Φ(µ)| ≤ O( 1
Nℓ
). (1.2)
Finally, since the empirical measures µNℓ , µNℓ,(1) and µNℓ,(2) correspond to i.i.d. random variables, the
cost of simulating the antithetic difference is given by
Cost
[
Φ(µNℓ)− 1
2
(
Φ(µNℓ,(1)) + Φ(µNℓ,(2))
)]
= O(Nℓ). (1.3)
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Hence, by combining (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3), the well-known result of M. Giles in Theorem 1 of [12]
concludes that the complexity corresponding to the estimator AA-MLMC is reduced to O(ǫ−2) for a
mean-square error of O(ǫ2).
We stress that our bound (1.1) is dimension independent, which is not common in the literature.
For example, if we only assume that Φ is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the Wasserstein distance,
i.e, there exists a constant C > 0 such that |Φ(µ)−Φ(ν)| ≤ CW2(µ, ν), for all µ, ν ∈ P2(Rd), one could
bound |Φ(µ)−EΦ(µN)| by EW2(µ, µN ). Consequently, following [16] or [15], the rate of convergence
in the number of samples N deteriorates as the dimension d increases. We also refer the reader to
recent works [1, 37, 23] that study the problem from the perspective of Monge-Ampére PDEs. On the
other hand, recently, authors [14, Lem. 5.10] observed that if the functional Φ is twice-differentiable
with respect to the functional derivative (see Appendix A for its definition), then one can obtain a
dimension-independent bound for the strong error E|Φ(µ)−Φ(µN )|4, which is of order O(N−1/2) (as
expected by CLT).
1.1 A-MLMC for Interacting Diffusions
The second situation we treat in this work concerns estimates of propagation-of-chaos type for the
system of McKV-SDEs. Building on regularity results recently obtained in [11], we extend the analysis
of the i.i.d. case presented above to interacting particle systems. To be more precise, fix T > 0 and
let {Wt}t∈[0,T ] be a d-dimensional Brownian motion on a filtered probability space (Ω, {Ft}t,F ,P).
Next, we consider functions b : Rd × P2(Rd) → Rd, σ : Rd × P2(Rd) → Rd ⊗ Rd, and consider the
corresponding McKV-SDE given by
dXt = ξ +
∫ t
0 b(Xs, µ
X
s ) ds+
∫ t
0 σ(Xs, µ
X
s ) dWs, t ∈ [0, T ],
µXs := Law(Xs),
(1.4)
where ξ ∼ ν ∈ P2(Rd). Note that {Xt}t∈[0,T ] is not necessarily a Markov process. Nonetheless using
Itô’s formula with P ∈ C20 (Rd), one can derive corresponding nonlinear Kolmogorov-Fokker-Planck
equation
∂t〈µt, P 〉 = 〈µt, 1
2
d∑
i,j=1
∂2xi,xjP (·)
(
σσT
)
ij
(·, µt) +
d∑
i=1
∂xiP (·)bi(·, µt)〉,
where 〈m,F 〉 := ∫
Rd
F (y)m(dy). The theory of propagation of chaos, [36], shows that (1.4) arises as
a limiting equation of the system of interacting diffusions (particles) {Y i,Nt }i=1,...,N on (Rd)N given by
Y i,Nt = ξi +
∫ t
0 b(Y
i,N
s , µ
Y,N
s ) ds+
∫ t
0 σ(Y
i,N
s , µ
Y,N
s ) dW is , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, t ∈ [0, T ],
µY,Ns :=
1
N
∑N
i=1 δY i,Ns
,
(1.5)
where W i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, are independent d-dimensional Brownian motions and ξi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, are
i.i.d. random variables with law ν ∈ P2(Rd). We refer the reader to [18, 36, 32] for the classical
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results in this direction and to [26, 2, 17, 33, 29] for more recent theory. Most of the results in
the literature provide non-quantitative propagation of chaos with a few notable exceptions. In the
case where the coefficients of (1.4) are linear in measure and globally Lipschitz continuous, [36]
showed that W2(L (Y
i,N
t ),L (Xt)) = O(N
−1/2). We refer to Sznitman’s result as strong propagation
of chaos. Note that, in this work, we treat the case of McKean-Vlasov SDEs with coefficients with a
general dependence in measure. In the case of Lipschitz continuous dependence in measure in the
2-Wasserstein metric, the rate of strong propagation of chaos deteriorates with the dimension d, [8,
Ch. 1]. We demonstrate that under regularity assumptions on b and σ in terms of L-derivatives, we
have a strong error bound in fourth moment that is dimension-independent. (See Theorem 2.4.)
To lift the idea of A-MLMC from the i.i.d. setting to interacting diffusions, for each ℓ, again as-
suming that 2Nℓ−1 = Nℓ, we take {ξi,W i}Nℓ−1i=1 ∪ {ξi,W i}Nℓi=Nℓ−1+1 = {ξi,W i}
Nℓ
i=1 and build a particle
system with Nℓ particles and two corresponding sub-particle systems with Nℓ−1 particles each. We
remark that idea of antithetic MLMC is not new. A variant of the method was developed and analysed
in [22] to avoid the problem of simulating Lévy areas for the Milstein scheme for the approximation
of SDEs. An encouraging numerical study of A-MLMC in the context of McKean-Vlasov SDEs recently
appeared in [24]. In our case, the main challenge is to show that we can get a ‘good’ estimate on the
variance for each ℓ of the A-MLMC estimator. Unlike the i.i.d. setting considered above, these particles
are not independent. Our analysis relies heavily on the calculus on (P2(Rd),W2) and we follow the
approach presented by P. Lions in his course at Collège de France [31] (redacted by Cardaliaguet
[6]). The important object in our study, similar to [7], is the PDE written on the space [0, T ]×P2(Rd),
which corresponds to the lifted semigroup and comes from the Itô’s formula of functionals of measures
established in [5] and [10]. This line of research has been recently explored in [28, Ch. 9] and [34,
Th. 2.1] to obtain results of quantitative propagation of chaos for a general family of particle systems.
A similar research programme, but in the context of mean-field games with a common noise, has been
successfully undertaken in [7].
In the case of McKV-SDEs, the mean-square error corresponding to estimator A is given by
E[(Φ(µXT )−A)2]. We now recall some of the observations from [11]. To achieve a mean-square error
of O(ǫ2) in the approximation, by standard Monte-Carlo, the number of interactions is of the order
O(ǫ−4).
Unlike the i.i.d. case, the number of generated random processes is not a good proxy for the actual
cost of the estimator, as particles are interacting and hence the cost of simulating an N -particle system
is N2. We introduce the estimator
QM,N :=
1
M
M∑
θ=1
Φ(µ
Y,N,(θ)
T )
corresponding to an ensemble of particle systems, where µ
Y,N,(θ)
T denotes the empirical measure of the
particles obtained for each i.i.d. sample θ ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
By introducing ensembles of particles, the number of interactions is of the order O(ǫ−3). Then,
by introducing Romberg extrapolation to the ensembles of particles, the number of interactions can
be reduced to the order O(ǫ−2−1/k), [11, Sec 1.1 and Th 2.17], under the assumption that b, σ and
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the test function Φ are inM2k+1. The A-MLMC estimator AA-MLMC, achieves (almost) optimal order of
interactions, whilst only requiring b, σ and Φ are inM4. The table below provides detailed comparison
among all just described methods.
Number of interactions (without time discretisation)
=

O(ǫ−3), for ensembles of particles,
O(ǫ−2−1/k), with Romberg extrapolation, for b, σ and Φ inM2k+1,
O(ǫ−2(log(ǫ))2), with Antithetic MLMC estimator AA-MLMC, for b, σ and Φ inM4.
(1.6)
Finally, to obtain a fully implementable algorithm, one needs to study time discretisation of (1.4).
We work with an Euler scheme as [3, 4] . Take partition {tk}k of [0, T ], with tk − tk−1 = h and define
η(t) := tk if t ∈ [tk, tk+1). The continuous Euler scheme reads
Zi,N,ht = ξi +
∫ t
0 b(Z
i,N,h
η(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) dr +
∫ t
0 σ(Z
i,N,h
η(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) dW
i
r ,
µZ,N,hs :=
1
N
∑N
i=1 δZi,N,hs
.
(1.7)
Similar to above, we work with the estimator
QM,N,h :=
1
M
M∑
θ=1
Φ(µ
Z,N,h,(θ)
T ).
Note that we can write
Φ(µ
Z,N,h,(θ)
T )− Φ(µXT ) =
(
Φ(µ
Y,N,(θ)
T )− Φ(µXT )
)
+
(
Φ(µ
Z,N,h,(θ)
T )− Φ(µY,N,(θ)T )
)
.
Therefore, the additional step in the analysis involving time-discretisation relies on controlling the
discretisation error between Φ(µ
Z,N,h,(θ)
T ) and Φ(µ
Y,N,(θ)
T ). This type of analysis is performed in Lemma
4.1 and Theorem B.3. The key chalange is to obtain estimates of such discretisation errors (both strong
and weak) that are uniform in N . It is then straightforward to observe from Lemma 4.1 and Theorem
B.3 that the number of interactions for achieving a mean-square-error of order O(ǫ2) using the direct
approach of Monte-Carlo simulation by ensembles of particles is O(ǫ−4). As in [11], this analysis with
time discretisation can be done with Romberg extrapolation, for which the number of interactions
becomesO(ǫ−3−1/k), if b, σ andΦ are inM2k+1. Finally, Theorem 4.3 in Section 4 proves that, by using
an Euler time-discretisation, the number of interactions upon applying antithetic MLMC is O(ǫ−3), if
b, σ and Φ are inM4. As a summary,
Number of interactions (with time discretisation)
=

O(ǫ−4), for ensembles of particles,
O(ǫ−3−1/k), with Romberg extrapolation, for b, σ and Φ inM2k+1,
O(ǫ−3), with Antithetic MLMC estimator AA- MLMC,t, for b, σ and Φ inM4.
(1.8)
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Here is an outline of the main results of the article. Firstly, Theorem 2.4 proves a dimension-
independent rate of uniform strong propagation of chaos for sufficiently smooth drift and diffusion
functions. This is a considerable generalisation from [36], which assumes the drift and diffusion func-
tions to be linear in measure. Secondly, Theorem 2.5 generalises the result in [19] (Section 9) from
functionals in measure of the form (2.21) to general functionals in measure. As for the antithetic
MLMC algorithm, Theorem 3.2 in Section 3 proves that, if it is possible to simulate (1.5) directly
without time discretisation, then the computational complexity upon applying antithetic MLMC can
be improved to O(ǫ−2(log ǫ)2). Finally, Theorem 4.3 in Section 4 proves that, by using an Euler time-
discretisation, the computational complexity upon applying antithetic MLMC is O(ǫ−3), which is still
a considerable improvement compared to direct Monte-Carlo simulation.
Notations. Throughout this article, we denote the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of any matrix by ‖ · ‖
and denote the standard Euclidean inner product x · y by xy. Also, L (ξ) denotes the law of ξ, for any
square-integrable random variable ξ. For any a, b ≥ 0, we denote by a . b if a ≤ Cb, for some constant
C > 0 that does not depend on N , h or ǫ. Finally, unless otherwise specified, C denotes a generic
constant that does not depend on N , h or ǫ, whose value may vary from line to line.
Since this work relies heavily on the theory of differentiation in measure developed by P. Lions in
his course at Collège de France [31], the reader is directed to Appendices A and B for further details.
2 Dimension-independent rate of uniform strong propagation of chaos
and L2 estimate of antithetic difference for i.i.d. random variables
We begin this section with the following lemma on the W2 metric.
Lemma 2.1. Let η ∈ Rd and m ∈ P2(Rd). Then
W2
( 1
N
δη +
N − 1
N
m,m
)2
≤ 2
N
(
|η|2 +
∫
Rd
|x|2m(dx)
)
.
Proof. Let Y be a random variable with law m and let Ω′ ∈ F be a measurable event that is indepen-
dent of σ(Y ), with probability N−1N . Let X be a random variable defined by
X(ω) :=
{
Y (ω), ω ∈ Ω′,
η, ω 6∈ Ω′.
Then the law of X is 1N δη +
N−1
N m. Therefore, by the definition of the 2-Wasserstein metric,
W2
( 1
N
δη +
N − 1
N
m,m
)2
≤ E[|X − Y |2]
= E
[|X − Y |2∣∣Ω′]P(Ω′) + E[|X − Y |2∣∣(Ω′)c]P((Ω′)c)
=
1
N
E[|η − Y |2]
7
≤ 2
N
(|η|2 + E[|Y |2]).
For any functional from P2(Rd) to R, the following lemma gives a bound on the error between the
value of empirical measures under the functional and its limiting law under the functional. It relies
on the regularity conditions stipulated in Proposition A.5. The proof of the following lemma is similar
to Lemma 5.10 in [14]. However, the following result is slightly more general, as the first and second
order linear functional derivatives are only of linear and quadratic growth respectively (Proposition
A.5), whereas they are assumed to be uniformly bounded andW1-Lipschitz continuous in Lemma 5.10
of [14]. The following result is stated in a way with a constant that does not depend on the functional
of measure, nor on the limiting law, so that it is useful with the relevant conditioning argument in the
proof of Proposition 2.3. The technique of the following proof is also adopted in the proof of Theorem
2.5.
Lemma 2.2. Let U ∈ M3(P2(Rd)). Let m0 ∈ P12(Rd) and mN = 1N
∑N
i=1 δζi , where ζ1, . . . , ζN are i.i.d
samples with law m0. Then there exists a constant C > 0 (which does not depend on U , ζ1, . . . , ζN and
m0) such that
E
[∣∣U(mN )− U(m0)∣∣4] ≤ C
N2
3∏
i=1
(
1 + ‖∂iµU‖4∞
)(
1 +
∫
Rd
|x|12m0(dx)
)
.
Proof. In this proof, C denotes an absolute constant that does not depend on U , ζ1, . . . , ζN and m0,
whose value may vary from line to line. By the definition of linear functional derivatives, we have
U(mN )− U(m0) =
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
δU
δm
(λmN + (1− λ)m0, v) (mN −m0)(dv) dλ
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ 1
0
ϕiλ dλ,
where, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and λ ∈ [0, 1],
ϕiλ =
δU
δm
(λmN + (1− λ)m0, ζi)− E˜
[
δU
δm
(λmN + (1− λ)m0, ζ˜)
]
. (2.1)
By the bound on δUδm in Proposition A.5, we know that for distinct i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N},
E
[
(ϕiλ)
4 + (ϕiλ)
2(ϕjλ)
2 + ϕiλ(ϕ
j
λ)
3
] ≤ C‖∂µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|4]. (2.2)
We have the estimate
E
[∣∣U(mN )− U(m0)∣∣4] ≤ 1
N4
∫ 1
0
E
[( N∑
i=1
ϕiλ
)4]
dλ
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≤ C
(
1
N2
‖∂µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|4]
+
1
N4
∫ 1
0
E
[ ∑
i1,i2,i3 distinct
ϕi1λ ϕ
i2
λ (ϕ
i3
λ )
2 +
∑
i1,i2,i3,i4
distinct
ϕi1λ ϕ
i2
λ ϕ
i3
λ ϕ
i4
λ
]
dλ
)
.
(2.3)
For any distinct i1, i2, i3, we define m
N,−(i1,i2,i3) := 1N−3
∑
ℓ 6=i1,i2,i3 δζℓ , which implies that
mN −mN,−(i1,i2,i3) = 1
N
(δζi1 + δζi2 + δζi3 )−
3
N(N − 3)
∑
ℓ 6=i1,i2,i3
δζℓ .
By the definition of second-order linear functional derivatives, we observe that
δU
δm
(λmN + (1− λ)m0, ζi)− δU
δm
(λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζi)
=
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(
sλmN + (1− s)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, v
)
(mN −mN,−(i1,i2,i3))(dv) ds
=
∫ 1
0
1
N
[ ∑
ℓ=i1,i2,i3
δ2U
δm2
(
sλmN + (1− s)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, ζℓ
)
− 3
N − 3
∑
ℓ 6=i1,i2,i3
δ2U
δm2
(
sλmN + (1− s)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, ζℓ
)]
ds. (2.4)
By the bound on δ
2U
δm2 in Proposition A.5,
E
∣∣∣∣ δUδm (λmN + (1− λ)m0, ζi)− δUδm (λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζi)
∣∣∣∣4 ≤ CN4 ‖∂2µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|8].
Similarly, by applying the same argument to the second term in (2.1), we obtain that
E
∣∣∣∣E˜[ δUδm (λmN + (1− λ)m0, ζ˜)
]
− E˜
[
δU
δm
(λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζ˜)
]∣∣∣∣4 ≤ CN4 ‖∂2µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|8],
which implies that
E|ϕiλ − ϕi,−(i1,i2,i3)λ |4 ≤
C
N4
‖∂2µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|8], (2.5)
where
ϕ
i,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ =
δU
δm
(λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1− λ)m0, ζi)− E˜
[
δU
δm
(λmN,−(i1,i2,i3) + (1 − λ)m0, ζ˜)
]
. (2.6)
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Finally, by writing ϕiλ = (ϕ
i
λ−ϕi,−(i1,i2,i3)λ )+ϕi,−(i1,i2,i3)λ and applying the generalised Hölder’s inequal-
ity to (2.2) and (2.5),∑
i1,i2,i3 distinct
E
[
ϕi1λ ϕ
i2
λ (ϕ
i3
λ )
2
]
≤
∑
i1,i2,i3 distinct
[
C
N
(1 + ‖∂µU‖4∞)(1 + ‖∂2µU‖4∞)E[|ζ1|8] + E
[
ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
(
ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
)2]]
≤ CN2(1 + ‖∂µU‖4∞)(1 + ‖∂2µU‖4∞)E[|ζ1|8] +
∑
i1,i2,i3
distinct
E
[
ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
(
ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
)2]
.
(2.7)
Let F−i be the σ-algebra generated by ζ1, . . . , ζN except ζi. Since ζ1, . . . , ζN are independent, for any
distinct i1, i2, i3,
E
[
ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
(
ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
)2]
= E
[
ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
(
ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
)2
E
[
ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3)
λ
∣∣F−i1]] = 0,
(2.8)
which implies that∑
i1,i2,i3 distinct
E
[
ϕi1λ ϕ
i2
λ (ϕ
i3
λ )
2
]
≤ CN2(1 + ‖∂µU‖4∞)(1 + ‖∂2µU‖4∞)E[|ζ1|8]. (2.9)
Next, we define analogously the notation ϕi,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) as (2.6). As above, by applying the generalised
Hölder’s inequality to (2.2) and (2.5), followed by a similar reasoning as (2.8), we have∑
i1,i2,i3,i4
distinct
E
[
ϕi1λ ϕ
i2
λ ϕ
i3
λ ϕ
i4
λ
]
≤
∑
i1,i2,i3,i4
distinct
[
C
N2
(1 + ‖∂µU‖4∞)(1 + ‖∂2µU‖4∞)E[|ζ1|8] + E
[ 4∑
j=1
(
ϕ
ij
λ − ϕ
ij ,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ )
4∏
k=1
k 6=j
ϕ
ik ,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
]
+E
[
ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i4,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
]]
≤ CN2(1 + ‖∂µU‖4∞)(1 + ‖∂2µU‖4∞)E[|ζ1|8] +
∑
i1,i2,i3,i4
distinct
E
[ 4∑
j=1
(
ϕ
ij
λ − ϕ
ij ,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ )
4∏
k=1
k 6=j
ϕ
ik,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
]
.
(2.10)
Note that (2.5) only gives a growth in the order of O(N3) for the final term in (2.10), therefore it is
insufficient.
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By (2.4) followed by an application of the definition of third order linear functional derivatives,
we have
δU
δm
(λmN + (1− λ)m0, ζi)− δU
δm
(λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζi)
=
1
N
[ ∑
ℓ=i1,i2,i3,i4
δ2U
δm2
(
λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, ζℓ
)
− 4
N − 4
∑
ℓ 6=i1,i2,i3,i4
δ2U
δm2
(
λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, ζℓ
)]
+ ε
i,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
N , (2.11)
where
ε
i,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
N
=
∫ 1
0
sλ
N2
[ ∑
ℓ=i1,i2,i3,i4
∫ 1
0
[ ∑
ℓ′=i1,i2,i3,i4
δ3U
δm3
(
tsλmN + (1− ts)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0,
ζi, ζℓ, ζℓ′
)
− 4
N − 4
∑
ℓ′ 6=i1,i2,i3,i4
δ3U
δm3
(
tsλmN + (1− ts)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, ζℓ, ζℓ′
)]
dt
− 4
N − 4
∑
ℓ 6=i1,i2,i3,i4
∫ 1
0
[ ∑
ℓ′=i1,i2,i3,i4
δ3U
δm3
(
tsλmN + (1− ts)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0,
ζi, ζℓ, ζℓ′
)
− 4
N − 4
∑
ℓ′ 6=i1,i2,i3,i4
δ3U
δm3
(
tsλmN + (1− ts)λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, ζℓ, ζℓ′
)]
dt
]
ds,
which implies that
E|εi,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)N |4 ≤
C
N8
‖∂3µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|12],
by the bound on δ
3U
δm3
in Proposition A.5. Repeating the same argument to the other term in (2.1) gives
ϕiλ − ϕi,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)λ
=
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(
λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζi, v
)
(mN −mN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4))(dv)
−E˜
[ ∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(
λmN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4) + (1− λ)m0, ζ˜ , v
)
(mN −mN,−(i1,i2,i3,i4))(dv)
]
+ ε˜
i,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
N ,
where
E|ε˜i,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)N |4 ≤
C
N8
‖∂3µU‖4∞E[|ζ1|12]. (2.12)
Note that we can write the difference ϕi1λ − ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ − ε˜
i1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
N as
ϕi1λ − ϕ
i1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ − ε˜
i1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
N =
4∑
j=2
Fj(
(
ζr
)
r 6=i1,...,i4 , ζi1 , ζij ),
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for some measurable functions F2, F3, F4 : (R
d)N−2 → R. Therefore,
E
[(
ϕi1λ − ϕi1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)λ − ε˜i1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)N
)
ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i4,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
]
= E
[( ∑
j∈{3,4}
Fj(
(
ζr
)
r 6=i1,...,i4 , ζi1 , ζij)
)
ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i4,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ E
[
ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
∣∣∣F−i2]]
+E
[
F2(
(
ζr
)
r 6=i1,...,i4 , ζi1 , ζi2)ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i4,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ E
[
ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
∣∣∣F−i3]] = 0.
Applying the generalised Hölder’s inequality to (2.12) and (2.2) gives
E
[(
ϕi1λ − ϕi1,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)λ
)
ϕ
i2,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i3,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ ϕ
i4,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
]
≤ C
N2
‖∂3µU‖∞
(
E[|ζ1|12]
)1/4‖∂µU‖3∞(E[|ζ1|4])3/4 ≤ CN2(1 + ‖∂µU‖4∞)(1 + ‖∂3µU‖4∞)(1 + E[|ζ1|12]).
By the same reasoning, we can show that
∑
i1,i2,i3,i4
distinct
E
[ 4∑
j=1
(
ϕ
ij
λ−ϕ
ij ,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ )
4∏
k=1
k 6=j
ϕ
ik,−(i1,i2,i3,i4)
λ
]
≤ CN2
(
1+‖∂µU‖4∞
)(
1+‖∂3µU‖4∞
)
(1+E[|ζ1|12]).
(2.13)
We conclude the result by combining (2.3), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.13).
We now introduce a mean-field coupling of the particle system (1.5) by
dXit = ξi +
∫ t
0 b(X
i
s, µ
X
s ) ds +
∫ t
0 σ(X
i
s, µ
X
s ) dW
i
s , 1 ≤ i ≤ N, t ∈ [0, T ],
µX,Ns :=
1
N
∑N
i=1 δXis .
(2.14)
The following two assumptions are adopted in most results. We assume that
b and σ are Lipschitz continuous with respect to the Euclidean norm and the W2 norm,
Φ is Lipschitz continuous with respect to the W2 norm,
(Lip)
and that the initial law ν satisfies ∫
Rd
|x|12 ν(dx) < +∞. (Int)
Note that (Lip) guarantees strong existence and uniqueness of (1.4) and (1.5). The following propo-
sition is essential to the proofs of Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 3.1.
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Proposition 2.3. Assume (Lip) and (Int). Suppose that ϕ ∈ M3(Rd × P2(Rd)). Then
1
N
N∑
i=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
∣∣∣ϕ(Xit , µX,Nt )− ϕ(Xit , µXt )∣∣∣4 ≤ CN2 ,
for some constant C > 0.
Proof.
1
N
N∑
i=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∣∣∣∣ϕ(Xit , 1N
N∑
j=1
δ
Xjt
)
− ϕ(Xit , µXt )
∣∣∣∣4]
=
1
N
N∑
i=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[
E
[∣∣∣∣ϕ(η, 1N δη + N − 1N · 1N − 1 ∑
1≤j≤N
j 6=i
δ
Xjt
)
− ϕ(η, µXt )
∣∣∣∣4]∣∣∣∣
η=Xit
]
≤ 8
N
N∑
i=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[
E
[∣∣∣∣ϕ(η, 1N δη + N − 1N · 1N − 1 ∑
1≤j≤N
j 6=i
δ
Xjt
)
−ϕ
(
η,
1
N − 1
∑
1≤j≤N
j 6=i
δ
Xjt
)∣∣∣∣4]∣∣∣∣
η=Xit
]
+
8
N
N∑
i=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[
E
[∣∣∣∣ϕ(η, 1N − 1 ∑
1≤j≤N
j 6=i
δ
Xjt
)
− ϕ(η, µXt )
∣∣∣∣4]∣∣∣∣
η=Xit
]
=: Π1 +Π2.
By Lemma 2.1,
Π1 ≤ 8
N
N∑
i=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[
4
N2
(
|Xit |2 +
1
N − 1
∑
1≤j≤N
j 6=i
|Xjt |2
)2]
.
1
N2
. (2.15)
By the assumption on ϕ, we observe that for any η ∈ Rd, the uniform bounds on ∂µϕ(η, ·), ∂2µϕ(η, ·)
and ∂3µϕ(η, ·) do not depend on η. Finally, since b and σ are Lipschitz and E[|ξ|12] < +∞, we have
supt∈[0,T ] E[|Xt|12] < +∞. Therefore, Lemma 2.2 implies that
Π2 .
1
(N − 1)2
3∏
i=1
(
1 + sup
η∈Rd
‖∂iµϕ(η, ·)‖4∞
)(
1 + sup
t∈[0,T ]
∫
Rd
|y|12 µXt (dy)
)
. (2.16)
A combination of (2.15) and (2.16) yields the result.
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Note that Proposition 2.3 allows us to completely bypass the consideration of the Wasserstein
distance between empirical measures and their limiting law. Assuming (Lip) and (Int), Theorem 10.2.7
in [35] gives us a rate of convergence of
E
[
sup
t∈[0,T ]
W2
(
µXt , µ
X,N
t
)2] ≤ C
N2/(d+8)
. (2.17)
There are results in the literature that give a slightly better rate of convergence of the W2 norm of
empirical measures of i.i.d. random variables. However, they are not for i.i.d. processes and are still
dimensionally dependent.
The following result gives a uniform rate of strong propagation of chaos between the particle
system (1.5) and its coupled mean-field limit (2.14), under the assumption that b and σ are sufficiently
smooth. Let CT := C([0, T ],Rd) be the space of continuous functions from [0, T ] to Rd equipped with
the supremum norm andWCT ,2 be the 2-Wasserstein metric on CT .
Theorem 2.4 (Uniform strong propagation of chaos). Assume (Int). Suppose that b, σ ∈ M3(Rd ×
P2(Rd)). Then
E
[
WCT ,2
(
µY,N , µX,N
)4] ≤ E[ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
∣∣Xit − Y i,Nt ∣∣4)] ≤ CN2 ,
for some constant C > 0.
Proof. By the Hölder and Buckholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities, estimating the L4 difference between
(1.5) and (2.14) gives
E
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
∣∣Xis − Y i,Ns ∣∣4] ≤ C(∫ t
0
E|b(Xis, µXs )− b(Y i,Ns , µY,Ns )|4 ds
+
∫ t
0
E‖σ(Xis, µXs )− σ(Y i,Ns , µY,Ns )‖4 ds
)
, (2.18)
for every t ∈ [0, T ]. By Lipschitz continuity of b and σ,
E
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
∣∣Xis − Y i,Ns ∣∣4] ≤ C(∫ t
0
E
[
sup
u∈[0,s]
∣∣Xiu − Y i,Nu ∣∣4] ds+ ∫ t
0
E|b(Xis, µXs )− b(Xis, µY,Ns )|4 ds
+
∫ t
0
E‖σ(Xis, µXs )− σ(Xis, µY,Ns )‖4 ds
)
,
for every t ∈ [0, T ], which gives, upon taking average over i,
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
∣∣Xis − Y i,Ns ∣∣4] ≤ C(∫ t
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[
sup
u∈[0,s]
∣∣Xiu − Y i,Nu ∣∣4] ds
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+∫ t
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|b(Xis, µXs )− b(Xis, µY,Ns )|4 ds
+
∫ t
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
E‖σ(Xis, µXs )− σ(Xis, µY,Ns )‖4 ds
)
. (2.19)
Also, the empirical measure of the particles can be replaced by the empirical measure of the coupled
system by the bound
E
[
W2(µ
X,N
s , µ
Y,N
s )
4
] ≤ [( 1
N
N∑
i=1
E
∣∣Y i,Ns −Xis∣∣2)2] ≤ 1N
N∑
i=1
E
[
sup
u∈[0,s]
∣∣Xiu − Y i,Nu ∣∣4]. (2.20)
A combination of (2.19) and (2.20) gives
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[
sup
s∈[0,t]
∣∣Xis − Y i,Ns ∣∣4] ≤ C(∫ t
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[
sup
u∈[0,s]
∣∣Xiu − Y i,Nu ∣∣4] ds
+
∫ t
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
sup
u∈[0,s]
E|b(Xiu, µXu )− b(Xiu, µX,Nu )|4 ds
+
∫ t
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
sup
u∈[0,s]
E‖σ(Xiu, µXu )− σ(Xiu, µX,Nu )‖4 ds
)
.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.3 and Gronwall’s inequality, we have
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[
sup
s∈[0,T ]
∣∣Xis − Y i,Ns ∣∣4] ≤ CN2 ,
for every t ∈ [0, T ].
We now recall, from Section 9 in [19], that the the second moment of the antithetic difference (see
(3.1) for the definition of µY,2N,(1) and µY,2N,(2)) given by
U(µY,2N0 )−
1
2
(
U(µ
Y,2N,(1)
0 ) + U(µ
Y,2N,(2)
0 )
)
converges to 0 in the rate O(1/N2), for functions U : P2(Rd)→ R of the form
U(µ) := F
(∫
Rd
G(x)µ(dx)
)
, (2.21)
where G : Rd → R is an integrable function and F : R → R is a twice-differentiable function with
bounded derivatives. The following theorem is a generalisation of this result.
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Theorem 2.5 (Antithetic error on the initial conditions). Suppose that ν ∈ P8(Rd) andU ∈ ML4 (P2(Rd)).
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
E
∣∣U(µY,2N0 )− 12(U(µY,2N,(1)0 ) + U(µY,2N,(2)0 ))∣∣2 ≤ CN2 .
Proof. For simplicity of notations, let
µ2N := µ
Y,2N
0 , µ2N,(1) := µ
Y,2N,(1)
0 , µ2N,(2) := µ
Y,2N,(2)
0 .
For every t ∈ [0, 1], let
m2Nt := (1− t)ν + tµ2N , m2N,(1)t := (1− t)ν + tµ2N,(1), m2N,(2)t := (1− t)ν + tµ2N,(2).
We define
[0, 1] ∋ t 7→ f(t) = U((1− t)ν + tµ2N) = U(ν + t(µ2N − ν)) ∈ R
and apply Taylor-Lagrange formula to f up to order 2, namely
f(1)− f(0) = f ′(0) +
∫ 1
0
(1− t)f (2)(t) dt.
This yields
U(µ2N )− U(ν) =
∫
Rd
δU
δm
(ν)(y) (µ2N − ν)(dy) +
∫ 1
0
(1− t)
[∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(y) (µ2N − ν)⊗2(dy)
]
dt.
(2.22)
Similarly,
U(µ2N,(1))− U(ν) =
∫
Rd
δU
δm
(ν)(y) (µ2N,(1) − ν)(dy)
+
∫ 1
0
(1− t)
[∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,(1)
t )(y) (µ2N,(1) − ν)⊗2(dy)
]
dt (2.23)
and
U(µ2N,(2))− U(ν) =
∫
Rd
δU
δm
(ν)(y) (µ2N,(2) − ν)(dy)
+
∫ 1
0
(1− t)
[∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,(2)
t )(y) (µ2N,(2) − ν)⊗2(dy)
]
dt. (2.24)
Computing the difference of (2.22) with the arithmetic average of (2.23) and (2.24) gives
U(µ2N )− 1
2
(
U(µ2N,(1)) + U(µ2N,(2))
)
=
∫ 1
0
(1− t)
[∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(y) (µ2N − ν)⊗2(dy)
]
dt
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−1
2
∫ 1
0
(1− t)
[∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,(1)
t )(y) (µ2N,(1) − ν)⊗2(dy)
]
dt
−1
2
∫ 1
0
(1− t)
[∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,(2)
t )(y) (µ2N,(2) − ν)⊗2(dy)
]
dt.
(2.25)
The rest of the proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.2. It suffices to consider only the first
term in (2.25). The other two terms can be handled in a similar way. We rewrite∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(y) (µ2N − ν)⊗2(dy)
=
∫
Rd
[
1
2N
2N∑
i=1
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(ξi, y2)−
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(z, y2) ν(dz)
]
(µ2N − ν)(dy2)
=
1
(2N)2
2N∑
i,j=1
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(ξi, ξj)−
1
2N
2N∑
j=1
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(z, ξj) ν(dz)
− 1
2N
2N∑
i=1
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(ξi, z) ν(dz) +
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(z, z
′) ν(dz) ν(dz′)
=
1
(2N)2
2N∑
i,j=1
ϕ
(i,j)
t , (2.26)
where
ϕ
(i,j)
t :=
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(ξi, ξj)−
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(z, ξj) ν(dz)
−
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(ξi, z) ν(dz) +
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(z, z
′) ν(dz) ν(dz′).
Next, we observe that
E
∣∣∣∣ 1(2N)2
2N∑
i,j=1
ϕ
(i,j)
t
∣∣∣∣2
.
1
N2
+
1
N4
[ ∑
i1,j1,i2,j2∈{1,...,2N}
exactly two of i1,j1,i2,j2 are identical
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t ϕ
(i2,j2)
t
]
+
∑
i1,j1,i2,j2∈{1,...,2N}
i1,j1,i2,j2 are distinct
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t ϕ
(i2,j2)
t
]]
.
(2.27)
We first consider the case where exactly two of i1, i2, j1, j2 are identical. Without loss of generality,
suppose that i1 = i2. As in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we define
ϕ
(i,j),−(i1,j1,j2)
t
17
:=
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,−(i1,j1,j2)
t )(ξi, ξj)−
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,−(i1,j1,j2)
t )(z, ξj) ν(dz)
−
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,−(i1,j1,j2)
t )(ξi, z) ν(dz) +
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
δ2U
δm2
(m
2N,−(i1,j1,j2)
t )(z, z
′) ν(dz) ν(dz′),
(2.28)
where
m
2N,−(i1,j1,j2)
t := (1− t)ν + t
[
1
2N − 3
∑
1≤ℓ≤2N
ℓ 6∈{i1,j1,j2}
δξℓ
]
.
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, along with the bound on δ
3U
δm3
in (A.11) (see (2.4)
for details), we have
E|ϕ(i,j)t − ϕ(i,j),−(i1,j1,j2)t |2 .
1
N2
.
Then, we write
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t ϕ
(i1,j2)
t
]
= E
[
(ϕ
(i1,j1)
t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,j2)t )(ϕ(i1,j2)t − ϕ(i1,j2),−(i1,j1,j2)t )
]
+E
[
(ϕ
(i1,j1)
t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,j2)t )ϕ(i1,j2),−(i1,j1,j2)t
]
+E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,j2)
t (ϕ
(i1,j2)
t − ϕ(i1,j2),−(i1,j1,j2)t )
]
+E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,j2)
t ϕ
(i1,j2),−(i1,j1,j2)
t
]
.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the bound on δ
2U
δm2
in (A.11), the first three terms converge to 0
in the order O(1/N). Let F−i be the σ-algebra generated by ξ1, . . . , ξN except ξi. Then
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,j2)
t ϕ
(i1,j2),−(i1,j1,j2)
t
]
= E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,j2)
t E
[
ϕ
(i1,j2),−(i1,j1,j2)
t
∣∣∣F−j2]] = 0.
Therefore,
1
N4
∑
i1,j1,i2,j2∈{1,...,2N}
exactly two of i1,j1,i2,j2 are identical
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t ϕ
(i2,j2)
t
]
.
1
N2
. (2.29)
Finally, we consider the case where i1, j1, i2, j2 are mutually distinct. We define ϕ
(i,j),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t anal-
ogously, as the definition of ϕ
(i,j),−(i1,j1,j2)
t in (2.28). As above, we write
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t ϕ
(i2,j2)
t
]
= E
[
(ϕ
(i1,j1)
t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )(ϕ(i2,j2)t − ϕ(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )
]
+E
[
(ϕ
(i1,j1)
t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )ϕ(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t
]
+E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t (ϕ
(i2,j2)
t − ϕ(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )
]
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+E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t ϕ
(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t
]
.
As before, we have
E|ϕ(i,j)t − ϕ(i,j),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t |2 .
1
N2
and hence
E
∣∣∣(ϕ(i1,j1)t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )(ϕ(i2,j2)t − ϕ(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )∣∣∣ . 1N2 , (2.30)
by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.2 through con-
sidering the fourth order linear functional derivative of U , along with the bound on δ
4U
δm4 in (A.11) (see
(2.11) and (2.12) for details), we obtain that
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t
= F1(
(
ξr
)
r 6=i1,j1,i2,j2 , ξi1 , ξj1 , ξi2) + F2(
(
ξr
)
r 6=i1,j1,i2,j2 , ξi1 , ξj1 , ξj2) + ε˜
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
N ,
for some measurable functions F1, F2 : (R
d)2N−1 → R, where
E
∣∣∣ε˜(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)N ∣∣∣2 . 1N4 .
By a similar conditioning argument as the proof of Lemma 2.2,
E
[(
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t − ε˜(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)N
)
ϕ
(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t
]
= E
[
F1(
(
ξr
)
r 6=i1,j1,i2,j2 , ξi1 , ξj1 , ξi2)E
[
ϕ
(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t
∣∣∣F−j2]]
+E
[
F2(
(
ξr
)
r 6=i1,j1,i2,j2 , ξi1 , ξj1 , ξj2)E
[
ϕ
(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t
∣∣∣F−i2]] = 0,
which implies, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the bound on δ
2U
δm2
in (A.11), that
E
∣∣∣(ϕ(i1,j1)t − ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )ϕ(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t ∣∣∣ . 1N2 . (2.31)
Similarly,
E
∣∣∣ϕ(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t (ϕ(i2,j2)t − ϕ(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)t )∣∣∣ . 1N2 . (2.32)
By the same conditioning argument,
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t ϕ
(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t
]
= E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t E
[
ϕ
(i2,j2),−(i1,j1,i2,j2)
t
∣∣∣F−i2]] = 0.
(2.33)
A combination of (2.30), (2.31), (2.32) and (2.33) implies that
1
N4
∑
i1,j1,i2,j2∈{1,...,2N}
i1,j1,i2,j2 are distinct
E
[
ϕ
(i1,j1)
t ϕ
(i2,j2)
t
]
.
1
N2
. (2.34)
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Finally, a combination of (2.26), (2.27), (2.29) and (2.34) implies that
E
∣∣∣∣∫
R2d
δ2U
δm2
(m2Nt )(y) (µ2N − ν)⊗2(dy)
∣∣∣∣2 . 1N2 .
3 Antithetic MLMC without time discretisation
We begin this section by elaborating on the idea of multilevel Monte-Carlo simulation that was
discussed in the introduction. For each level ℓ, we approximate E[Φ(µY,NℓT )] by a standard Monte-
Carlo estimator. Subsequently, we combine this approximation with the antithetic trick, which involves
estimating the second random variables of the differences in the telescopic sum by the arithmetic
average of two sub-particle systems. For simplicity, we set
Nℓ := 2
ℓ, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , L}.
We also set the two sub-particle systems to have the same number of particles. More precisely, we
define the pair of sub-particle systems to {Y i,2N}2Ni=1 as
Y
i,2N,(1)
t = ξi +
∫ t
0
b
(
Y i,2N,(1)r , µ
Y,2N,(1)
r
)
dr +
∫ t
0
σ
(
Y i,2N,(1)r , µ
Y,2N,(1)
r
)
dW ir , 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
Y
i,2N,(2)
t = ξi +
∫ t
0
b
(
Y i,2N,(2)r , µ
Y,2N,(2)
r
)
dr +
∫ t
0
σ
(
Y i,2N,(2)r , µ
Y,2N,(2)
r
)
dW ir , N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N,
where
µY,2N,(1)r :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ
Y
i,2N,(1)
r
and µY,2N,(2)r :=
1
N
2N∑
i=N+1
δ
Y
i,2N,(2)
r
. (3.1)
Therefore, we define the theoretical MLMC estimator (without time discretisation) as
AA- MLMC := 1
M0
M0∑
θ=1
Φ(µ
Y,N0,(θ),(0)
T )
+
L∑
ℓ=1
[
1
Mℓ
Mℓ∑
θ=1
[
Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ)
T ) + Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ)
T )
)]]
, (3.2)
where µ
Y,Nℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T , µ
Y,Nℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ)
T and µ
Y,Nℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ)
T are defined similarly as µ
Y,Nℓ
T , µ
Y,Nℓ,(1)
T and µ
Y,Nℓ,(2)
T
respectively, but correspond to the
∑L
ℓ=0Mℓ independent clouds of particles indexed by ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , L}
and θ ∈ {1, . . . ,Mℓ}. Each cloud (indexed by ℓ, θ) has particles with initial conditions ξi,ℓ,θ, i ∈
{1, . . . , Nℓ}, driven by Brownian motions W i,ℓ,θ, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nℓ}, where {ξi,ℓ,θ} and {W i,ℓ,θ} are inde-
pendent over i, ℓ and θ.
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The following theorem states that the variance of the antithetic difference in (3.2) converges in
N in the rate O(1/N2). In the proof, Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 provide us with the necessary
estimates when we revert to the mean-field limit.
Theorem 3.1 (Variance of antithetic difference). Assume (Int). Suppose that b, σ ∈ M4
(
R
d × P2(Rd)
)
and Φ ∈ M4
(P2(Rd)). Then
Var
[
Φ(µY,2NT )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Y,2N,(1)
T )+Φ(µ
Y,2N,(2)
T )
)] ≤ E∣∣∣Φ(µY,2NT )− 12(Φ(µY,2N,(1)T )+Φ(µY,2N,(2)T ))∣∣∣2 ≤ CN2 ,
where C is a constant that depends on Φ, b, σ and T , but does not depend on N .
Proof. We begin by recalling the representation obtained in (B.7)
Φ(µY,NT )− Φ(µXT ) =
(V(0, µY,N0 )− V(0, ν))
+
∫ T
0
1
2
[
1
N2
N∑
i=1
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s
)
∂2µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns , Y
i,N
s )
)]
ds
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
σ(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )
T∂µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns ) · dW is .
Hence,
Φ(µY,2NT )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Y,2N,(1)
T ) + Φ(µ
Y,2N,(2)
T )
)
= A + D + S ,
where
A := V(0, µY,2N0 )−
1
2
(V(0, µY,2N,(1)0 ) + V(0, µY,2N,(2)0 )),
D :=
∫ T
0
1
2
[
1
(2N)2
2N∑
i=1
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s
)
∂2µV
(
s, µY,2Ns
)
(Y i,2Ns , Y
i,2N
s )
)]
− 1
2N2
[ N∑
i=1
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,2N,(1)s , µ
Y,2N,(1)
s
)
∂2µV
(
s, µY,2N,(1)s
)
(Y i,2N,(1)s , Y
i,2N,(1)
s )
)
+
2N∑
i=N+1
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,2N,(2)s , µ
Y,2N,(2)
s
)
∂2µV
(
s, µY,2N,(2)s
)
(Y i,2N,(2)s , Y
i,2N,(2)
s )
)]
ds
and
S :=
2N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
1
2N
∂µV
(
s, µY,2Ns
)
(Y i,2Ns )
Tσ(Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )dW
i
s
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− 1
2N
( N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
∂µV
(
µY,2N,(1)s
)
(Y i,2N,(1)s )
Tσ(Y i,2N,(1)s , µ
Y,2N,(1)
s )dW
i
s
+
2N∑
i=N+1
∫ T
0
∂µV
(
s, µY,2N,(2)s
)
(Y i,2N,(2)s )
Tσ(Y i,2N,(2)s , µ
Y,2N,(2)
s )dW
i
s
)
.
By the assumptions on b, σ and Φ, it follows from Theorem B.1 that V ∈ M4
(
[0, T ]×P2(Rd)
)
. We can
therefore see that
E[D2] . 1/N2.
In particular, V(0, ·) ∈ M4
(P2(Rd)). Therefore, by Theorem 2.5, we obtain that
E[A 2] . 1/N2.
Hence, it remains to show that E(S 2) . 1/N2. Define Σ(t, x, µ) := ∂µV
(
t, µ
)
(x)Tσ(x, µ). By the
independence of the Brownian motions, we first rewrite E[S 2] as
E[S 2] = E
[(
1
2N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )− Σ(s, Y i,2N,(1)s , µY,2N,(1)s )dW is
)2]
+E
[(
1
2N
2N∑
i=N+1
∫ T
0
Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )− Σ(s, Y i,2N,(2)s , µY,2N,(2)s )dW is
)2]
.
Using the independence of the Brownian motions and Itô’s isometry,
E
[(
1
2N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )− Σ(s, Y i,2N,(1)s , µY,2N,(1)s )dW is
)2]
=
1
4N2
N∑
i=1
E
[(∫ T
0
Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )− Σ(s, Y i,2N,(1)s , µY,2N,(1)s )dW is
)2]
=
1
4N2
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
E
[∥∥∥Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µY,2Ns )−Σ(s, Y i,2N,(1)s , µY,2N,(1)s )∥∥∥2] ds.
Note that V ∈ M4([0, T ] × P2(Rd)). Therefore, ∂µV is Lipschitz continuous and uniformly bounded.
Also, note that σ is Lipschitz continuous. By Theorem 2.4,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥Σ(t, Y i,2Nt , µY,2Nt )− Σ(t,Xit , µX,2Nt )∥∥2]
= sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥∂µV(t, µY,2Nt )(Y i,2Nt )Tσ(Y i,2Nt , µY,2Nt )− ∂µV(t, µX,2Nt )(Xit)Tσ(Xit , µX,2Nt )∥∥2]
. sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥∂µV(t, µY,2Nt )(Y i,2Nt )T (σ(Y i,2Nt , µY,2Nt )− σ(Xit , µX,2Nt ))∥∥2]
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+ sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥(∂µV(t, µY,2Nt )(Y i,2Nt )T − ∂µV(t, µX,2Nt )(Xit )T )σ(Xit , µX,2Nt )∥∥2]
. sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥∂µV(t, µY,2Nt )(Y i,2Nt )T (σ(Y i,2Nt , µY,2Nt )− σ(Xit , µX,2Nt ))∥∥2]
+ sup
t∈[0,T ]
(
E
[∥∥(∂µV(t, µY,2Nt )(Y i,2Nt )− ∂µV(t, µX,2Nt )(Xit )∥∥4])1/2(E[∥∥σ(Xit , µX,2Nt )∥∥4])1/2
. sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∣∣Y i,2Nt −Xit |2]+ 12N
2N∑
j=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∣∣Y j,2Nt −Xjt |2]
+
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∣∣Y i,2Nt −Xit |4])1/2 + ( 12N
2N∑
j=1
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∣∣Y j,2Nt −Xjt |4])1/2 . 1N . (3.3)
Similarly, we can show that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥Σ(t, Y i,2N,(1)t , µY,2N,(1)t )− Σ(t,Xit , µX,Nt )∥∥2] . 1N . (3.4)
Next, we apply Proposition 2.3 to σ and ∂µV(t.·)(·). (Note that the constant C in Proposition 2.3
corresponding to ϕ = ∂µV(t, ·)(·) does not depend on time, since the first, second and third order
derivatives in measure of this function are uniformly bounded in time.) By a similar calculation as
(3.3), we obtain that
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥Σ(t,Xit , µX,2Nt )− Σ(t,Xit , µXt )∥∥2]
. sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥∂µV(t, µX,2Nt )(Xit )T (σ(Xit , µX,2Nt )− σ(Xit , µXt ))∥∥2]
+ sup
t∈[0,T ]
(
E
[∥∥(∂µV(t, µX,2Nt )(Xit )− ∂µV(t, µXt )(Xit)∥∥4])1/2(E[∥∥σ(Xit , µXt )∥∥4])1/2 . 1N .
(3.5)
Similarly,
sup
t∈[0,T ]
E
[∥∥Σ(t,Xit , µX,Nt )−Σ(t,Xit , µXt )∥∥2] . 1N . (3.6)
A combination of (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) gives
E
[(
1
2N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )− Σ(s, Y i,2N,(1)s , µY,2N,(1)s )dW is
)2]
.
1
N2
.
Similarly,
E
[(
1
2N
2N∑
i=N+1
∫ T
0
Σ(s, Y i,2Ns , µ
Y,2N
s )− Σ(s, Y i,2N,(2)s , µY,2N,(2)s )dW is
)2]
.
1
N2
.
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Consequently, E[S 2] . 1
N2
.
We now perform an analysis on the complexity of this algorithm. Recall that, by Theorem B.2,
|E[Φ(µY,NℓT )]− Φ(µXT )| ≤
C
Nℓ
. (i)
Moreover, by Theorem 3.1, we have
Var
[
Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ)
T ) + Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ)
T )
)]
≤ C
N2ℓ
. (ii)
Since simulating particle systems of N particles requires N2 operations in general, the cost function
of the antithetic difference is bounded by
Cost
[
Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(1),(θ),(ℓ)
T ) + Φ(µ
Y,Nℓ,(2),(θ),(ℓ)
T )
)]
≤ CN2ℓ . (iii)
Properties (i) to (iii) allow us to conclude the complexity of the algorithm.
Theorem 3.2 (Complexity of theoretical antithetic MLMC). Assume (Int). Suppose that b, σ ∈ M4
(
R
d×
P2(Rd)
)
and Φ ∈ M4
(P2(Rd)). Then there exist constants C1, C2 > 0 such that for any ǫ < e−1, there
exist a value L and a sequence {Mℓ}Lℓ=0 such that the root-mean-square error of AA- MLMC is bounded by(
E
[(AA- MLMC − Φ(µXT ))2])1/2 ≤ C1ǫ
and the computational cost of AA- MLMC is bounded by
Cost
(AA- MLMC) ≤ C2ǫ−2(log ǫ)2.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 1 in [12] and is there-
fore omitted. Nonetheless, the proof for the complexity of the antithetic MLMC estimator with time
discretisation (Theorem 4.3) will be presented in detail for completeness.
4 Antithetic MLMC with Euler time discretisation
In this section, we construct an MLMC estimator in the same way as the previous section, but with
time discretisation. We set
Nℓ := 2
ℓ, hℓ :=
T
Nℓ
, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , L}.
We also set the two sub-particle systems to have the same number of particles. We define the pair of
sub-particle systems to {Zi,2N,h}2Ni=1 as
Z
i,2N,(1),h
t = ξi +
∫ t
0
b
(
Z
i,2N,(1),h
η(r) , µ
Z,2N,(1),h
η(r)
)
dr +
∫ t
0
σ
(
Z
i,2N,(1),h
η(r) , µ
Z,2N,(1),h
η(r)
)
dW ir , 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
Z
i,2N,(2),h
t = ξi +
∫ t
0
b
(
Z
i,2N,(2),h
η(r) , µ
Z,2N,(2),h
η(r)
)
dr +
∫ t
0
σ
(
Z
i,2N,(2),h
η(r) , µ
Z,2N,(2),h
η(r)
)
dW ir , N + 1 ≤ i ≤ 2N,
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where
µZ,2N,(1),hr :=
1
N
N∑
i=1
δ
Z
i,2N,(1),h
r
and µZ,2N,(2),hr :=
1
N
2N∑
i=N+1
δ
Z
i,2N,(2),h
r
.
Therefore, we define the MLMC estimator with time discretisation as
AA- MLMC,t := 1
M0
M0∑
θ=1
Φ(µ
Z,N0,h0,(θ),(0)
T )
+
L∑
ℓ=1
[
1
Mℓ
Mℓ∑
θ=1
[
Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,(1),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T ) + Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,(2),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )
)]]
, (4.1)
where µ
Z,Nℓ,hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T , µ
Z,Nℓ,(1),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T and µ
Z,Nℓ,(2),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T are defined similarly as µ
Z,Nℓ,hℓ
T , µ
Z,Nℓ,(1),2hℓ
T ,
and µ
Z,Nℓ,(2),2hℓ
T respectively, but correspond to the
∑L
ℓ=0Mℓ independent clouds of particles indexed
by ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , L} and θ ∈ {1, . . . ,Mℓ}. Each cloud (indexed by ℓ, θ) has particles with initial conditions
ξi,ℓ,θ, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nℓ}, driven by Brownian motions W i,ℓ,θ, i ∈ {1, . . . , Nℓ}, where {ξi,ℓ,θ} and {W i,ℓ,θ}
are independent over i, ℓ and θ.
To prove the analogue of Theorem 3.1 with time discretisation, we need the following lemma
that provides a strong error bound between the particle system (1.5) and the Euler scheme (1.7).
Since we require a higher-order approximation in time discretisation, we restrict ourselves to the case
of constant diffusion, in order to avoid the complication of introducing the Milstein scheme of time
discretisation. Note that, under (Lip), it follows by a standard Gronwall-type argument that
sup
N∈N
sup
u∈[0,T ]
E
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Y i,Nu |2
]
< +∞, sup
N∈N
sup
u∈[0,T ]
E
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
|Zi,N,hη(u) |2
]
< +∞, (4.2)
for some C > 0.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that b ∈ M2(Rd × P2(Rd)) and σ is constant. Then
sup
N∈N
sup
s∈[0,T ]
E
[
W2(µ
Y,N
s , µ
Z,N,h
s )
2] ≤ Ch2,
for some constant C that does not depend on h.
Proof. The proof is presented in dimension one, for simplicity of notations. By Itô’s formula,
(Y i,Nt − Zi,N,ht )2 = 2
∫ t
0
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )
)
ds.
Take 0 ≤ t′ ≤ t ≤ T . Then
1
N
N∑
i=1
E(Y i,Nt′ − Zi,N,ht′ )2 =
2
N
N∑
i=1
E
[∫ t′
0
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs )
)
ds
]
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+
2
N
N∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ t′
0
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Zi,N,hs , µ
Z,N,h
s )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )
)
ds
]
.
(4.3)
We first bound the first term of (4.3).
2
N
N∑
i=1
E
[∫ t′
0
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs )
)
ds
]
≤ CE
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ t′
0
|Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs |
(
|Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs |+
( 1
N
N∑
j=1
|Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs |2
)1/2)
ds
]
≤ C
N
N∑
i=1
∫ t′
0
E|Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs |2 ds ≤ C
∫ t
0
sup
u∈[0,s]
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
]
ds. (4.4)
To bound the second term of (4.3), we proceed as in the proof of Theorem B.3 by applying Itô’s
formula to the process{
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Zi,N,hs , µ
Z,N,h
s )− b(Zi,N,ht0 , µ
Z,N,h
t0 )
)}
s≥t0
,
which gives
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Zi,N,hs , µ
Z,N,h
s )− b(Zi,N,ht0 , µZ,N,ht0 )
)
=
∫ s
t0
(
b(Zi,N,hu , µ
Z,N,h
u )− b(Zi,N,ht0 , µ
Z,N,h
t0 )
)
d(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )
+
∑
j 6=i
∫ s
t0
(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )
( 1
N
∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
j,N,h
u )
)
dZj,N,hu
+
∫ s
t0
(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )
( 1
N
∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
i,N,h
u ) + ∂xb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )
)
dZi,N,hu
+
1
2
∑
j 6=i
∫ s
t0
(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )
( 1
N
∂v∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
j,N,h
u )
+
1
N2
∂2µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
j,N,h
u , Z
j,N,h
u )
)
d
〈
Zj,N,h
〉
u
+
1
2
∫ s
t0
(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )
( 1
N
∂v∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
i,N,h
u )
+
1
N2
∂2µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
i,N,h
u , Z
i,N,h
u ) +
2
N
∂x∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
i,N,h
u )
+∂2xb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )
)
d
〈
Zi,N,h
〉
u
.
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Putting t0 = η(s), taking average of i from 1 to N , taking expectation and rewriting terms, we have
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[
(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )
(
b(Zi,N,hs , µ
Z,N,h
s )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )
)]
= I1 + I2,
where
I1 := 1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
(
b(Zi,N,hu , µ
Z,N,h
u )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )
)(
b(Y i,Nu , µ
Y,N
u )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )
)
du
]
and
I2 := 1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )Diu du
]
,
where
Diu :=
1
N
N∑
j=1
(
∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
j,N,h
u )b(Z
j,N,h
η(u) , µ
Z,N,h
η(u) )
)
+ ∂xb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )b(Z
i,N,h
η(u) , µ
Z,N,h
η(u) )
+
1
2
σ2
N∑
j=1
(
1
N2
∂2µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
j,N,h
u , Z
j,N,h
u ) +
1
N
∂v∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
j,N,h
u )
)
+
1
2
σ2
(
2
N
∂x∂µb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )(Z
i,N,h
u ) + ∂
2
xb(Z
i,N,h
u , µ
Z,N,h
u )
)
.
By the hypothesis on b, all derivatives of b are uniformly bounded. Moreover, by (Lip), b has linear
growth in space and measure. Therefore,
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Diu|2 ≤ C
(
1 +
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Zi,N,hη(u) |2
)
.
Then, by (4.2),
sup
u∈[0,T ]
[ 1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Diu|2
]
≤ C.
By first applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the expectation operator and then to the sum,
I2 ≤
∫ s
η(s)
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
)1/2( 1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Diu|2
)1/2
du
≤ C
(
sup
u∈[0,s]
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
)1/2
h
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≤ C
(
1
2
sup
u∈[0,s]
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2 +
1
2
h2
)
. (4.5)
Next, we rewrite I1 as
I1 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
(
b(Zi,N,hu , µ
Z,N,h
u )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )
)(
b(Y i,Nu , µ
Y,N
u )− b(Zi,N,hu , µZ,N,hu )
)
du
]
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
(
b(Zi,N,hu , µ
Z,N,h
u )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )
)2
du
]
.
It is clear that
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[∫ s
η(s)
(
b(Zi,N,hu , µ
Z,N,h
u )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )
)2
du
]
≤ Ch2. (4.6)
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (Lip), the first term of I1 is bounded by
1
N
N∑
i=1
E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
(
b(Zi,N,hu , µ
Z,N,h
u )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )
)(
b(Y i,Nu , µ
Y,N
u )− b(Zi,N,hu , µZ,N,hu )
)
du
]
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ s
η(s)
(
E
∣∣∣∣b(Zi,N,hu , µZ,N,hu )− b(Zi,N,hη(s) , µZ,N,hη(s) )∣∣∣∣2)1/2(
E
∣∣∣∣b(Y i,Nu , µY,Nu )− b(Zi,N,hu , µZ,N,hu )∣∣∣∣2)1/2 du
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
C
√
h
∫ s
η(s)
(
E
∣∣∣∣b(Y i,Nu , µY,Nu )− b(Zi,N,hu , µZ,N,hu )∣∣∣∣2)1/2 du
≤ 1
N
N∑
i=1
C
√
h
∫ s
η(s)
(
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2 +
1
N
N∑
j=1
E|Y j,Nu − Zj,N,hu |2
)1/2
du
≤ 2
N
N∑
i=1
C
√
h
∫ s
η(s)
(
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
)1/2
du
≤ 2Ch3/2
[
sup
u∈[0,s]
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
)]1/2
≤ C
(
h3 + sup
u∈[0,s]
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
))
. (4.7)
A combination of (4.3), (4.4), (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7) gives
sup
u∈[0,t]
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
E(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )2
]
≤ C
(∫ t
0
sup
u∈[0,s]
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
E|Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu |2
]
ds+ h2
)
, ∀t ∈ [0, T ],
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which implies by Gronwall’s inequality that
sup
u∈[0,T ]
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
E(Y i,Nu − Zi,N,hu )2
]
≤ Ch2.
Since the constant C does not depend on N , we conclude that
sup
N∈N
sup
s∈[0,T ]
E
[
W2(µ
Y,N
s , µ
Z,N,h
s )
2] ≤ sup
N∈N
sup
s∈[0,T ]
[
1
N
N∑
i=1
E(Y i,Ns − Zi,N,hs )2
]
≤ Ch2.
A combination of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 immediately gives the following result.
Theorem 4.2 (Variance of antithetic difference). Assume (Int). Suppose that b ∈ M4
(
R
d × P2(Rd)
)
and Φ ∈ M4
(P2(Rd)). Moreover, suppose that σ is constant. Then
Var
[
Φ(µZ,N,hT )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Z,N,(1),2h
T ) + Φ(µ
Z,N,(2),2h
T )
)]
≤ E
∣∣∣Φ(µZ,N,hT )− 12(Φ(µZ,N,(1),2hT ) + Φ(µZ,N,(2),2hT ))∣∣∣2 ≤ C( 1N2 + h2),
where C is a constant that depends on Φ, b, σ and T , but does not depend on N or h.
As before, we perform an analysis on the complexity of this algorithm. By Theorem B.3, since
hℓ =
T
Nℓ
,
|E[Φ(µZ,Nℓ,hℓT )]− Φ(µXT )| ≤
C
Nℓ
. (I)
Moreover, by Theorem 4.2, we have
Var
[
Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,(1),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T ) + Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,(2),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )
)]
≤ C
N2ℓ
. (II)
Since simulating particle systems of N particles with p timesteps requires N2p operations in general,
the cost function of the antithetic difference is bounded by
Cost
[
Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )−
1
2
(
Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,(1),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T ) + Φ(µ
Z,Nℓ,(2),2hℓ,(θ),(ℓ)
T )
)]
≤ CN3ℓ . (III)
Theorem 4.3 (Complexity of antithetic MLMC with time discretisation). Assume (Int). Suppose that
b ∈ M4
(
R
d × P2(Rd)
)
and Φ ∈ M4
(P2(Rd)). Moreover, suppose that σ is constant. Then there exist
constants C1, C2 > 0 such that for any ǫ < e
−1, there exist a value L and a sequence {Mℓ}Lℓ=0 such that
the root-mean-square error of AA- MLMC,t is bounded by(
E
[(AA- MLMC,t − Φ(µXT ))2])1/2 ≤ C1ǫ
and the computational cost of AA- MLMC,t is bounded by
Cost
(AA- MLMC,t) ≤ C2ǫ−3.
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Proof. As in Theorem 3.2, the proof of this theorem is also almost identical to the proof of Theorem
1 in [12]. Nonetheless, we present the proof with explicit expressions for L and {Mℓ}Lℓ=0 so that
practitioners can implement this algorithm easily. Set
L := ⌈log2(
√
2ǫ−1)⌉, Mℓ := ⌈2ǫ−22L/2(1− 2−1/2)−12−5ℓ/2⌉, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . , L}.
The mean-square error decomposes as
Mean-square error = Var(AA- MLMC,t) + (E(AA- MLMC,t)− Φ(µXT ))2.
By the choice of L, 2−L ≤ ǫ√
2
. Therefore, by Property (I),
|E(AA- MLMC,t)− Φ(µXT )|2 = |E[Φ(µZ,NL,hLT )]− Φ(µXT )|2 ≤
( C
NL
)2
= (C2−L)2 ≤ C2
(ǫ2
2
)
. (4.8)
On the other hand, by Property (II) and the choice of {Mℓ}Lℓ=0,
Var(AA- MLMC,t) ≤
L∑
ℓ=0
1
M2ℓ
[ Mℓ∑
θ=1
C
N2ℓ
]
≤
L∑
ℓ=0
C
Mℓ
2−2ℓ ≤
L∑
ℓ=0
C2−2ℓ
(
2−1ǫ22−L/2(1− 2−1/2)25ℓ/2
)
= C2−1ǫ22−L/2(1− 2−1/2)
L∑
ℓ=0
2ℓ/2
<
1
2
Cǫ2.
This verifies that the mean-square error is bounded by 12(C
2 + C)ǫ2. Next, we note that
Mℓ ≤ 2ǫ−22L/2(1− 2−1/2)−12−5ℓ/2 + 1
and hence, by Property (III),
Cost(AA- MLMC,t) ≤ C
( L∑
ℓ=0
2ǫ−22L/2(1− 2−1/2)−12−5ℓ/223ℓ +
L∑
ℓ=0
23ℓ
)
. (4.9)
Note that the choice of L implies that 2L ≤ 2√2ǫ−1.
L∑
ℓ=0
2ǫ−22L/2(1− 2−1/2)−12−5ℓ/223ℓ = 2ǫ−22L/2(1− 2−1/2)−1
L∑
ℓ=0
2ℓ/2
< 2ǫ−22L/2(1− 2−1/2)−1
(
2L/2(1− 2−1/2)−1
)
= 2ǫ−22L(1− 2−1/2)−2
≤ 4
√
2(1− 2−1/2)−2ǫ−3. (4.10)
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Similarly,
L∑
ℓ=0
23ℓ ≤ 2
3L
1− 2−3 ≤
(2
√
2)3
1− 2−3 ǫ
−3. (4.11)
A combination of (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) finally gives
Cost(AA- MLMC,t) ≤ C
(
4
√
2(1− 2−1/2)−2 + (2
√
2)3
1− 2−3
)
ǫ−3.
A Appendix: A review of linear functional derivatives and L-derivatives
Our method of proof is based on the theory of calculus on the Wasserstein space. A substantial
portion of the appendix is extracted from a recent work [11]. We make an intensive use of the so-
called “L-derivatives” and “linear functional derivatives” that we recall now, following essentially [7].
We also introduce higher-order versions of these derivatives as they are needed in the proofs.
Linear functional derivatives
A continuous function δUδm : P2(Rd) × Rd → R is said to be the linear functional derivative of
U : P2(Rd)→ R, if
• for any bounded set K ⊂ P2(Rd), y 7→ δUδm (m, y) has at most quadratic growth in y uniformly in
m ∈ K,
• for any m,m′ ∈ P2(Rd),
U(m′)− U(m) =
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
δU
δm
((1− s)m+ sm′, y) (m′ −m)(dy) ds. (A.1)
For the purpose of our work, we need to introduce derivatives at any order p ≥ 1.
Definition A.1. For any p ≥ 1, the p-th order linear functional of the function U is a continuous
function from δ
pU
δmp : P2(Rd)× (Rd)p−1 ×Rd → R satisfying
• for any bounded set K ⊂ P2(Rd), (y, y′) 7→ δpUδmp (m, y, y′) has at most quadratic growth in (y, y′)
uniformly in m ∈ K,
• for any m,m′ ∈ P2(Rd),
δp−1U
δmp−1
(m′, y)− δ
p−1U
δmp−1
(m, y) =
∫ 1
0
∫
Rd
δpU
δmp
((1− s)m+ sm′, y, y′) (m′ −m)(dy′) ds,
provided that the (p − 1)-th order derivative is well defined.
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The above derivatives are defined up to an additive constant via (A.1). They are normalised by
δpU
δmp
(m, y1, . . . , yp) = 0, if yi = 0 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. (A.2)
L-derivatives
The above notion of linear functional derivatives is not enough for our work. We shall need to
consider further derivatives in the non-measure argument of the derivative function.
If the function y 7→ δUδm (m, y) is of class C1, we consider the intrinsic derivative of U that we denote
∂µU(m, y) := ∂y
δU
δm
(m, y) .
The notation is borrowed from the literature on mean field games and corresponds to the notion
of “L-derivative” introduced by P.-L. Lions in his lectures at Collège de France [31]. Traditionally, it is
introduced by considering a lift on an L2 space of the function U and using the Fréchet differentiability
of this lift on this Hilbert space. The equivalence between the two notions is proved in [9, Tome I,
Chapter 5], where the link with the notion of derivatives used in optimal transport theory is also
made.
In this context, higher order derivatives are introduced by iterating the operator ∂µ and the deriva-
tion in the non-measure arguments. Namely, at order 2, one considers
P2(Rd)× Rd ∋ (m, y) 7→ ∂y∂µU(m, y) and P2(Rd)× Rd × Rd ∋ (m, y, y′) 7→ ∂2µU(m, y, y′) .
Inspired by the work [13], for any k ∈ N, we formally define the higher order derivatives in mea-
sures through the following iteration (provided that they actually exist): for any k ≥ 2, (i1, . . . , ik) ∈
{1, . . . , d}k and x1, . . . , xk ∈ Rd, the function ∂kµf : P2(Rd)× (Rd)k → (Rd)⊗k is defined by(
∂kµf(µ, x1, . . . , xk)
)
(i1,...,ik)
:=
(
∂µ
((
∂k−1µ f(·, x1, . . . , xk−1)
)
(i1,...,ik−1)
)
(µ, xk)
)
ik
, (A.3)
and its corresponding mixed derivatives in space ∂ℓkvk . . . ∂
ℓ1
v1∂
k
µf : P2(Rd) × (Rd)k → (Rd)⊗(k+ℓ1+...ℓk)
are defined by(
∂ℓkvk . . . ∂
ℓ1
v1∂
k
µf(µ, x1, . . . , xk)
)
(i1,...,ik)
:=
∂ℓk
∂xℓkk
. . .
∂ℓ1
∂xℓ11
[(
∂kµf(µ, x1, . . . , xk)
)
(i1,...,ik)
]
, ℓ1 . . . ℓk ∈ N∪{0}.
(A.4)
Since this notation for higher order derivatives in measure is quite cumbersome, we introduce the
following multi-index notation for brevity. This notation was first proposed in [13].
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Definition A.2 (Multi-index notation). Let n, ℓ be non-negative integers. Also, let β = (β1, . . . , βn) be
an n-dimensional vector of non-negative integers. Then we call any ordered tuple of the form (n, ℓ,β)
or (n,β) a multi-index. For a function f : Rd×P2(Rd)→ R, the derivative D(n,ℓ,β)f(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn) is
defined as
D(n,ℓ,β)f(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn) := ∂
βn
vn . . . ∂
β1
v1 ∂
ℓ
x∂
n
µf(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn)
if this derivative is well-defined. For any function Φ : P2(Rd)→ R, we define
D(n,β)Φ(µ, v1, . . . , vn) := ∂
βn
vn . . . ∂
β1
v1 ∂
n
µΦ(µ, v1, . . . , vn),
if this derivative is well-defined. Finally, we also define the order 3 |(n, ℓ,β)| (resp. |(n,β)| ) by
|(n, ℓ,β)| := n+ β1 + . . . βn + ℓ, |(n,β)| := n+ β1 + . . . βn. (A.5)
In our proofs, we aim to formulate sufficient conditions purely in terms of regularity of the drift and
diffusion functions, as well as the test function. A classMk of regularity in differentiating measures is
proposed.
Definition A.3 (ClassMk of kth order differentiable functions).
(i) The functions b and σ belong to classMk(Rd×P2(Rd)), if the derivativesD(n,ℓ,β)b(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn)
and D(n,ℓ,β)σ(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn) exist for every multi-index (n, ℓ,β) such that |(n, ℓ,β)| ≤ k and
(a) ∣∣D(n,ℓ,β)b(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn)∣∣ ≤ C, ∣∣D(n,ℓ,β)σ(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn)∣∣ ≤ C, (A.6)
(b) ∣∣∣D(n,ℓ,β)b(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn)−D(n,ℓ,β)b(x′, µ′, v′1, . . . , v′n)∣∣∣
≤ C
(
|x− x′|+
n∑
i=1
|vi − v′i|+W2(µ, µ′)
)
,∣∣∣D(n,ℓ,β)σ(x, µ, v1, . . . , vn)−D(n,ℓ,β)σ(x′, µ′, v′1, . . . , v′n)∣∣∣
≤ C
(
|x− x′|+
n∑
i=1
|vi − v′i|+W2(µ, µ′)
)
, (A.7)
for any x, x′, v1, v′1, . . . , vn, v
′
n ∈ Rd and µ, µ′ ∈ P2(Rd), for some constant C > 0.
(ii) Any function Φ : P2(Rd) → R is said to be in Mk(P2(Rd)), if D(n,β)Φ(µ, v1, . . . , vn) exists for
every multi-index (n,β) such that |(n,β)| ≤ k and
3 We do not consider ‘zeroth’ order derivatives in our definition, i.e. at least one of n, β1, . . . , βn and ℓ must be non-zero,
for every multi-index
(
n, ℓ, (β1, . . . , βn)
)
.
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(a) ∣∣∣D(n,β)Φ(µ, v1, . . . , vn)∣∣∣ ≤ C, (A.8)
(b) ∣∣∣D(n,β)Φ(µ, v1, . . . , vn)−D(n,β)Φ(µ′, v′1, . . . , v′n)∣∣∣
≤ C
( n∑
i=1
|vi − v′i|+W2(µ, µ′)
)
, (A.9)
for any v1, v
′
1, . . . , vn, v
′
n ∈ Rd and µ, µ′ ∈ P2(Rd), for some constant C > 0.
(iii) A function V : [0, T ]×P2(Rd)→ R is said to be inMk
(
[0, T ]×P2(Rd)
)
, if V(·, µ) is in C1([0, T ]),
for each µ ∈ P2(Rd) and V(s, ·) ∈ Mk
(P2(Rd)), for each s ∈ [0, T ], where the L∞ and Lipschitz
bounds of the derivatives of V(s, ·) are uniform in time, i.e. they only depend on T .
As for the first order case, we can establish the following relationship with linear functional deriva-
tives, see e.g. [7] for the correspondence up to order 2,
∂nµU(·) = ∂yn
δ
δm
. . . ∂y1
δ
δm
U(·) = ∂yn . . . ∂y1
δn
δmn
U(·) , (A.10)
provided one of the two derivatives is well-defined. The following proposition (Lemma 2.5 from [11])
relates regularity of L-derivatives with that of linear functional derivatives. We first define class MLk
that characterises kth order linear functional derivatives.
Definition A.4 (Class MLk of kth order differentiable functions in linear functional derivatives). A
function U : P2(Rd) → R is said to be in class MLk (P2(Rd)) if it is k times differentiable in the sense
of linear functional derivatives and satisfies∣∣∣∣ δkUδmk (m, y1, . . . , yk)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C(|y1|k + . . . |yk|k), (A.11)
for some constant C > 0 that does not depend on m and y1, . . . , yk.
Proposition A.5 (Lemma 2.5 from [11]). Suppose that U ∈ Mk(P2(Rd)). Then∣∣∣∣ δkUδmk (m, y1, . . . , yk)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (
√
d)k
k
‖∂kµU‖∞
(|y1|k + . . . |yk|k). (A.12)
Consequently, U ∈ MLk (P2(Rd)).
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B Appendix: Weak error analysis
In this section, we consider the following weak errors of the form∣∣∣Φ(µXT )− E[Φ(µY,NT )]∣∣∣ and ∣∣∣Φ(µXT )− E[Φ(µZ,N,hT )]∣∣∣,
for functionals Φ : P2(Rd) → R. The method of analysis follows from the work [11]. For any square-
integrable random variable η, we define
Xs,ηt = η +
∫ t
s
b(Xs,ηr ,L (X
s,η
r )) dr +
∫ t
s
σ(Xs,ηr ,L (X
s,η
r )) dWr, t ∈ [s, T ]. (B.1)
A starting point of our investigation is the Feynman-Kac theorem for functionals of measures estab-
lished in Theorem 7.2 of [5] (for the case k = 2). The generalisation to k > 2 is done in Theorem 2.15
of [11]. Note that the conditionM1(Rd × P2(Rd)) automatically implies (Lip).
Theorem B.1. Let k ≥ 2 be an integer. Suppose that b, σ ∈ Mk(Rd × P2(Rd)). We consider a function
V : [0, T ] × P2(Rd)→ R defined by
V(s,L (η)) = Φ(L (Xs,ηT )), (B.2)
for some function Φ : P2(Rd)→ R inMk(P2(Rd)). Then V ∈ Mk([0, T ]×P2(Rd)) and satisfies the PDE
∂sV(s, µ) +
∫
Rd
[
∂µV(s, µ)(x)b(x, µ) + 12Tr
(
∂v∂µV(s, µ)(x)a(x, µ)
)]
µ(dx) = 0, s ∈ (0, T ),
V(T, µ) = Φ(µ),
(B.3)
where a = (ai,k)1≤i,k≤d : Rd × P2(Rd)→ Rd ⊗ Rd denotes the diffusion operator
ai,k(x, µ) :=
m∑
j=1
σi,j(x, µ)σk,j(x, µ), ∀x ∈ Rd, ∀µ ∈ P2(Rd).
We make the following observations before starting the main proof. The finite dimensional projec-
tion V : [0, T ]× (Rd)N → R is defined by
V (s, x1, . . . , xN ) := V
(
s,
1
N
N∑
i=1
δxi
)
. (B.4)
Proposition 3.1 of [10] allows us to conclude that V is differentiable in the time component and
twice-differentiable in the space components. Hence it is legitimate to apply the classical Itô’s formula
to V .
Next, by the flow property of (B.1) (see equation (3.5) in [5]), we observe that for any s ∈ [0, T ],
V(s,L (X0,ξs )) = Φ
(
L (Xs,X
0,ξ
s
T )
)
= Φ(L (X0,ξT )).
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Hence, this function is constant in time s ∈ [0, T ]. In particular, by the terminal condition, we have
Φ
(
µXT
)
= Φ
(
L (X0,ξT )
)
= V(T,L (X0,ξT )) = V(0,L (ξ)) = V(0, ν).
By the terminal condition for the PDE, we notice that
Φ(µY,NT ) = V(T, µY,NT ).
Therefore, the error between the particle system and the McKean-Vlasov limit decomposes as
Φ(µY,NT )− Φ(µXT ) = V(T, µY,NT )− V(0, ν)
=
(V(T, µY,NT )− V(0, µY,N0 ))+ (V(0, µY,N0 )− V(0, ν)). (B.5)
This decomposition enables us to prove the following result.
Theorem B.2. Suppose that b, σ ∈ M2
(
R
d×P2(Rd)
)
and Φ ∈ M2
(P2(Rd)). Then the weak error in the
particle approximation satisfies
∣∣∣E[Φ(µY,NT )]− Φ(µXT )∣∣∣ ≤ CN , (B.6)
where C is a constant that depends on Φ, b, σ and T , but does not depend on N .
Proof. We first recall the definition of V defined in (B.4). By the assumptions on b and σ, the standard
Itô’s formula is applicable to V by Proposition 3.1 of [10]. Let x = (x1, . . . , xN ). Moreover, we know
from this theorem that
∂V
∂xi
(s,x) =
1
N
∂µV
(
s,
1
N
N∑
j=1
δxj
)
(xi)
and
∂2V
∂x2i
(s,x) =
1
N
∂v∂µV
(
s,
1
N
N∑
j=1
δxj
)
(xi) +
1
N2
∂2µV
(
s,
1
N
N∑
j=1
δxj
)
(xi, xi),
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for any s ∈ [0, T ], x1, . . . , xN ∈ Rd. Let YN := (Y 1,N , . . . , Y N,N ). Then
V(T, µY,NT )− V(0, µY,N0 ) = V (T,YNT )− V (0,YN0 )
=
[ ∫ T
0
∂V
∂s
(s,YNs ) +
N∑
i=1
∂V
∂xi
(s,YNs )b
(
Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s
)
+
1
2
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s
) N∑
i=1
∂2V
∂x2i
(s,YNs )
)
ds
]
+
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
σ(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )
T ∂V
∂xi
(s,YNs ) · dW is
=
∫ T
0
∂sV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
+
N∑
i=1
[
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns )b
(
Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s
)
+
1
2
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s
)( 1
N
∂v∂µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns ) +
1
N2
∂2µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns , Y
i,N
s )
))]
ds
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
σ(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )
T∂µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns ) · dW is .
By (B.5) and PDE (B.3) evaluated at (s, µY,Ns )s∈[0,T ], the expression simplifies to
Φ(µY,NT )− Φ(µXT ) =
(V(0, µY,N0 )− V(0, ν))
+
∫ T
0
1
2
[
1
N2
N∑
i=1
Tr
(
a
(
Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s
)
∂2µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns , Y
i,N
s )
)]
ds
+
1
N
N∑
i=1
∫ T
0
σ(Y i,Ns , µ
Y,N
s )
T∂µV
(
s, µY,Ns
)
(Y i,Ns ) · dW is . (B.7)
It follows from Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.11 from [11] that∣∣E(V(0, µY,N0 )− V(0, ν))∣∣ ≤ CN .
Taking expectation on both sides of (B.7) completes the proof.
The next theorem concerns the weak error between (1.4) and (1.7).
Theorem B.3. Suppose that b, σ ∈ M2
(
R
d×P2(Rd)
)
and Φ ∈ M2
(P2(Rd)). Then the weak error in the
particle approximation with Euler scheme satisfies∣∣∣E[Φ(µZ,N,hT )]− Φ(µXT )∣∣∣ ≤ C( 1N + h), (B.8)
where C is a constant that depends on Φ, b, σ and T , but does not depend on N or h.
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Proof. The main idea of the proof is identical to the previous theorem, with the extra complication
of time discretisation. Let ZN,h := (Z1,N,h, . . . , ZN,N,h). As before, by Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.11
from [11], ∣∣E(V(0, µZ,N,h0 )− V(0, ν))∣∣ ≤ CN .
Next, by the previous analysis, we observe that(
Φ(µZ,N,hT )− Φ(µXT )
)− (V(0, µZ,N,h0 )− V(0, ν))
= V(T, µZ,N,hT )− V(0, µZ,N,h0 )
= V (T,ZN,hT )− V (0,ZN,h0 )
=
[ ∫ T
0
∂V
∂s
(s,ZN,hs ) +
N∑
i=1
∂V
∂xi
(s,ZN,hs )b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)
+
1
2
Tr
(
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
) N∑
i=1
∂2V
∂x2i
(s,ZN,hs )
)
ds
]
+
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
∂V
∂xi
(s,ZN,hs )
Tσ(Zi,N,h
η(s)
, µZ,N,h
η(s)
)dW is
=
∫ T
0
∂sV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
+
N∑
i=1
[
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs )b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)
+
1
2
Tr
(
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)( 1
N
∂v∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs ) +
1
N2
∂2µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs , Z
i,N,h
s )
))]
ds
+
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs )
Tσ(Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )dW
i
s
=
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
[
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs )
(
b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs ))
+
1
2
Tr
((
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− a(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs )) 1N ∂v∂µV(s, µZ,N,hs )(Zi,N,hs )
)
+
1
2
Tr
(
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
) 1
N2
∂2µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs , Z
i,N,h
s )
)]
ds
+
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs )
Tσ(Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )dW
i
s
=
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
[
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
(
b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs ))
+
1
2
Tr
((
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− a(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs )) 1N ∂v∂µV(s, µZ,N,hη(s) )(Zi,N,hη(s) )
)
+
1
N
(
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs )− ∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
)(
b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs ))
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+
1
2
Tr
((
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− a(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs )) 1N (∂v∂µV(s, µZ,N,hs )(Zi,N,hs )
−∂v∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
))
+
1
2
Tr
(
a
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
) 1
N2
∂2µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs , Z
i,N,h
s )
)]
ds
+
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hs
)
(Zi,N,hs )
Tσ(Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )dW
i
s . (B.9)
Let {Ft}t∈[0,T ] be the filtration generated by W 1, . . . ,WN . Then, by the Itô’s formula, for each k ∈
{1, . . . , d},
E
[
bk
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s) )− bk
(
Zi,N,hs , µ
Z,N,h
s
)∣∣∣Fη(s)]
= −E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
(
∂xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r ) +
1
N
∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
(Zi,N,hr )
)
· dZi,N,hr
+
∑
j 6=i
∫ s
η(s)
1
N
∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
(Zj,N,hr ) · dZj,N,hr
+
∫ s
η(s)
Tr
((
∂2xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r ) +
2
N
∂x∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
i,N,h
r )
+
1
N
∂v∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
i,N,h
r ) +
1
N2
∂2µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
i,N,h
r , Z
i,N,h
r )
)
d
〈
Zi,N,h
〉
r
)
+
∑
j 6=i
∫ s
η(s)
Tr
((
1
N
∂v∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r )
+
1
N2
∂2µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r , Z
j,N,h
r )
)
d
〈
Zj,N,h
〉
r
)∣∣∣∣Fη(s)]
= −E
[ ∫ s
η(s)
N∑
j=1
1
N
∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
(Zj,N,hr ) b(Z
j,N,h
η(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) dr
+
∫ s
η(s)
∂xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
b(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) dr
+
N∑
j=1
∫ s
η(s)
1
N
∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
(Zj,N,hr )
T σ(Zj,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) dW
j
r
+
1
N
∫ s
η(s)
∂xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)T
σ(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) dW
i
r
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+
N∑
j=1
∫ s
η(s)
Tr
((
1
N
∂v∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r )
+
1
N2
∂2µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r , Z
j,N,h
r )
)
a(Zj,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
)
dr
+
∫ s
η(s)
Tr
((
∂2xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r ) +
2
N
∂x∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
i,N,h
r )
)
a(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
)
dr
∣∣∣∣Fη(s)]
= −
∫ s
η(s)
E
[ N∑
j=1
1
N
∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
(Zj,N,hr ) b(Z
j,N,h
η(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
+∂xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
b(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
+
N∑
j=1
Tr
((
1
N
∂v∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r )
+
1
N2
∂2µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r , Z
j,N,h
r )
)
a(Zj,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
)
+Tr
((
∂2xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r ) +
2
N
∂x∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
i,N,h
r )
)
a(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
)∣∣∣∣Fη(s)] dr.
(B.10)
Hence, upon taking expectation, by (B.10), the first term of (B.9) can be rewritten as
∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
E
[
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
(
b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs ))] ds
=
∫ T
0
1
N
N∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
E
[(
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
)
k
E
[(
bk
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− bk(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs ))∣∣∣∣Fη(s)]] ds
= −
∫ T
0
∫ s
η(s)
1
N
N∑
i=1
d∑
k=1
E
[(
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
)
k
×
[ N∑
j=1
1
N
∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
(Zj,N,hr ) b(Z
j,N,h
η(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) ) + ∂xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r
)
b(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
+
N∑
j=1
Tr
((
1
N
∂v∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r )
+
1
N2
∂2µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
j,N,h
r , Z
j,N,h
r )
)
a(Zj,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
)
+Tr
((
∂2xbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r ) +
2
N
∂x∂µbk(Z
i,N,h
r , µ
Z,N,h
r )(Z
i,N,h
r )
)
a(Zi,N,hη(r) , µ
Z,N,h
η(r) )
)]]
dr ds.
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Finally, by (4.2) and the fact that V ∈ M2([0, T ] × P2(Rd)), we have∣∣∣∣ ∫ T
0
N∑
i=1
E
[
1
N
∂µV
(
s, µZ,N,hη(s)
)
(Zi,N,hη(s) )
(
b
(
Zi,N,hη(s) , µ
Z,N,h
η(s)
)− b(Zi,N,hs , µZ,N,hs ))] ds∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ch.
Similarly, upon taking expectation, the second term of (B.9) is bounded by Ch and the third and
fourth terms of (B.9) are also bounded by Ch by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. This completes the
proof.
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